
Poor Convergence of Steepest Descent
Objective function f (x1, x2) = 10(x2 − x21 )

2 + (x1 − 1)2 (Rosenbrock Function)
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and thus gives the greatest possible reduction in a first-order model of the objective function for a

step whose length is specified. Global convergence follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that f ! C1 and that g is Lipschitz continuous on IRn. Then, for the

iterates generated by the Generic Linesearch Method using the steepest-descent direction,

either

gl = 0 for some l " 0

or

lim
k!"

fk = #$

or

lim
k!"

gk = 0.

As we mentioned above, this theorem suggests that steepest descent really is the archetypical

globally convergent method, and in practice many other methods resort to steepest descent when

they run into trouble. However, the method is not scale invariant, as re-scaling variables can lead to

widely di!erent “steepest-descent” directions. Even worse, as we can see in Figure 2.4, convergence
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Figure 2.4: Contours for the objective function f(x, y) = 10(y # x2)2 + (x # 1)2, and the iterates

generated by the Generic Linesearch steepest-descent method.

may be (and actually almost always is) very slow in theory, while numerically convergence sometimes

does not occur at all as the iteration stagnates. In practice, steepest-descent is all but worthless

in most cases. The figure exhibits quite typical behaviour in which the iterates repeatedly oscillate

Steepest descent
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Indeed, one can regard such methods as “scaled” steepest descent, but they have the advantage

that they can be made scale invariant for suitable Bk, and crucially, as we see in Figure 2.5, their
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Figure 2.5: Contours for the objective function f(x, y) = 10(y ! x2)2 + (x ! 1)2, and the iterates

generated by the Generic Linesearch Newton method.

convergence is often significantly faster than steepest descent. In particular, in the case of the

Newton direction, the Generic Linesearch method will usually converge very rapidly indeed.

Theorem 2.6. Suppose that f " C2 and that H is Lipschitz continuous on IRn. Then suppose

that the iterates generated by the Generic Linesearch Method with !init = 1 and " < 1
2 , in

which the search direction is chosen to be the Newton direction pk = !H!1
k gk whenever Hk is

positive definite, has a limit point x" for which H(x") is positive definite. Then

(i) !k = 1 for all su!ciently large k,

(ii) the entire sequence {xk} converges to x", and

(iii) the rate is Q-quadratic, i.e, there is a constant # # 0.

lim
k#$

$xk+1 ! x"$2

$xk ! x"$2
2

% #.

Newton’s method
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